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FEB 2\~l !975 
IIHA'C~. COLLEGE" 
WffRARY 
.:P@r-·dir." ! 'F. 
·"PUBU5HED JNDEPENDENTI,Y BY .THE STUDENTS OF JTll,IC,1 COJ,J.J::Ct." 
Ithaca College, _Ithaca, New Yor"-1. Febr_uary 20, t9 75 
Presid-e11.tial t'a11.tlitla1,, 
-: B-8ha~ .Sees N.eed F-0r 
Open CoinmuniCatiori 
By TonL Som!]la 
Presidential c·andidate Dr. 
Hushang ("Hugh") Bahar 
stressed ,the need . for open 
communication at Ithaca College 
when he OJ~t with students 
Tuesday in thi Crossroads. . 
"I. can't -and won't work in a 
poor communication situation" 
said Bahar ''My first priority· is:- -
that we talk to each other" he 
added. 
Opened lines of communica< 
tion between administration -and 
- student;· are· important-, .. said 
Bahar, because they·can provide_ 
for higher student participation · · 
in the college government and_ Dr. H 11she111x Bahar 
policy structure. " A school pe;fonns b~.H c·ollectively. 
He also:str'essed the impor- if it is frU/(lllt'llted, there ir trouble ··. 
tance of communifi\ti,on b~v.:e~ .. ,_-· ·. . . . . . . . . . ... _.: , .... 
the. different factions of , an 'the prob_lei:n of. 1mprovmg · 
fnstitutio'.ll. "A .seh09l· _per.forms. . ·the .. ,Humanities.. and . Sciences "Where has this· institution 
- be.st collectively; if it is frag- !H&SJ School was raised fre- -g~ne, wha~ ?as it accomplished 
· mented, there is trouble" he quen,tly ~uring the- discussi~n. with the mdhons of dollars it has 
stated. Bahar made no conclusive state- spent'?" the candidate rhetori-
--~ ...... Qualificatjons 
·ments, on the bas.is tllat he was cally inquirecl. He questioned 
unfamiliar with the situation. whether ~h~ College had, as of 
However, he did say that an · yet, se~ goals_ for its.elf and 
_ institution should .maintain· an added, 'Budget priorities can't 
- Bahar founded 'rompkins- equal b~lan~e between its pro-· be_ s.e~ unle~s · the ' institution 
Cortland Com~unity College in fessional and H&S departments. · priorities ate set first..,. · 
- _1968 and . has, ~erved as its ''.A im~~ance can upset and harm · Bahar perceives great po-
_president s41,ce. Prior ·to 'that, he an institution" said the· ed.ucafor. tenti~lfor Ithaca College, adding 
was a~.Ithaca G_ollege as Director Bahar. sai!i-_that since he still that it deserves recognition both 
of Evening Extension and Sum- tS an "outsider;' he has declined-nationally and internationally. 
·mer Session. He's been active.in . to look ·over the ~ollege budget. !fe asserted that what is needed 
• ·_this area ·as an educator since· ·_He added, however, ._that is a salesman_ to display our 
1960. His notoriety will help-him '.f he wer~ to ·become president programs, and he is that sales-
becaus~ of the suppprt rece1"ved the budget must be looked at man. 
from the com_munity, he claimed. very sel'iotfsly". 
. ,_ 
Volume 4!!{ No. "'- / t:j 
Boa_rd Ups Tuition 
By Cathy Doyle 
Twenty-seven parental letters, 
30 student· letters, 95 "NO" 
coupons, and a number of 
petitions wei·e sent to the Board 
of Trustees protesting the pro- -
posed tuition increase. Ac-
cording to President Phillips the 
Boatd was impressed with the 
protest effort but the question 
remained, "how to deal with it in 
a period of inflation'?" 
Budget_ Approved 
The· question was answered 
last Thursdav at the Board's 
.winter me~ti~g. Th:y approved 
the proposed budget and it will 
.-cost $5037 to attend Ithaca 
· College during the 1975-76 aca-
demic year.· 
Parents will receive a letter 
from President Phillips explain- President HIii\' P/11//,p.1 
ing the increase in the newly 
approved budget. "It is a budget 
which reflects our best judgment testing this increase because the. 
of the proper balance between Board approved it anyway," said 
preserving the quality of educa- · one student to President Phillips 
tion at · Ithaca College . and at a press conference Wednesday 
absorbing as much ofinflationary afternoon in his office.. Phillips 
cost increases as possible in this replied this was not true because 
stormi period of economic uncer- · ' theBoard did listen. There was a 
· tai~ty .':. · T1;1ition. will be $3,420, great deal of clisc·ussion among 
ai:i increase of 160 dollars. Room tru~tee members concerning the 
and Board costs will be increased budget, according to Phillips. 
by 132 dollars. more so than usual. 
, "It seems as t_~ough. the · The President stated that as 
. students wasted their time-pro- , 0111i1111t·<1 "" pag,· s 
-- ( ~~oi i l!·f(,.~~ ·.-Faces 
Dis,J~us. !o n,m.e ll_t~ 
Dissa~isjactio11~1Jis!!IISI 
W .I.C.B. Slates Heart 
F-und MarathOn 
r 
,, 
.-:.,,. -·· 
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Next Year's 
Caj-ugan Mobilizing 
"In past years the Cayugan 
would win prizes," said Bill 
Shayne, "and I think that the 
., way ,things are "progressing this 
year, we will again." 
Shayne said that in order to 
keep the momentum going, it 
would require assembling a 
talented and dedicated staff to 
begin working on next year's 
book now. To get a spring book 
o.,ut for next year, plans ha"c 
been made to schedule appoint-
ments for this year's Junior class 
(next year's Seniors) to have 
their picture taken during the 
month of April. The dates are 
April 2-10 in the Job and 
DeMotte rooms, in Egbert 
Union. 
According to Shayne, the 
Cayugan has 11,it yet come out in 
May. He poii 1.ed out that it will 
not be a full yearbook, but hopes 
to give at least half of it to the 
graduating seniors. He said this 
would-make it possible to get 
signatures in the yearbooks, 
something that can not be 
accomplished under the present 
system of marling yearbooks 
after the next semester has 
started. 
Pictures· Taken 
All Juniors, Junior Physical ' 
Therapy students, · and anyone 1 
contemplating going to Europe 
next year must have their 
picture taken during this time. 
Any student who does not have 
their picture taken during this 
time willaot have 'the opportun-
ity to have their picture included 
in the 1976 Cayugan. 
In the past, students who 
missed their appointment were 
abl!! to submit their own picture. 
New policies from this year's 
editorjal board have changed 
that. "There will be no excep-
tions to our policy," Shayne said. 
"We will need everyone's co-
operation in order to accomplish 
all this work. · I am confident it 
can be done." 
Posit10ns Open 
Shayne explained he is riow 
in the process of accepting 
inquiries and applications from 
those people interested in as-
suming the responsibilities of the 
following positions: photo editor, ' 
asst. photo editor, greek editor, 
sports editor, activities editor, 
layout editor, copy editor, and 
possibly, a co-editor-in chief. 
"All types of staff positions are 
also open", he commented.· Bill's 
phone number is 212-1768, or he 
can be reached at the Cayugan 
office number x160. 
Since photography is re-
puted the most important aspect 
of a yearbook, this year's staff 
has engaged the services of a 
photographic firm who will hold a 
seminar and skills lecture for any 
aspiring Cayugan photograph-
ers. By the time a student 
completes this seminar, Shayne 
said, he wm· be competent and 
versa.tile with many aspects of 
photography. Dates for this 
demonstration have not yet been 
decided. 
All those wishing to help on 
this year's Cayugan (or begin 
thinking about next year's) can 
come to the regu!l!_rly scheduled 
meetings held in the yearbook 
offo;e, basement of Dorm 6, 
Thursday nights at 10 p.m. 
... ,, ' 
~· 
Gamma Delta ·pi. 
Inside all I.C.SQrority 
Editor's note: 171e fraternities· and soror-ltles 
used in Ihese articles hal'e been selected totally at 
random. 
By Barbara Fox 
Jane Norwood !~ads a busy life. Jane is not 
only a Health Adininist-ration major and a 
dining-hall worker. but is also the president of 
Gamma Delta Pi, the social service sorority located 
in.Terrace 9B. Laughing, Jane said the challanging 
task of keeping up with t~ese numerous activities 
. "is kind of fun", and that she often ·can get more 
done while doing two things at once. It seemed 
entirely appropriate that Jane should be working 
leisurely on a piece of needlepoint as I talked with 
her. 
. 
With all the sorority's scheduled functions, • 
there is no time to waste. "There's a kind of a 
theme among the committee chairmen: Budget 
your time and everything will get done," Jane said. 
The chairmen are in charge of such services as 
making Valentines for old-age homes, doing 
volunteer work in Boces,. and Christmas caroling in 
downtown Ithaca. 
Gamma Delta Pi's latest venture was ·a Craft 
Pair which featured handmade articles. The Fair · 
raised $400 for Phoenix House, an addict-rehabil- '. 
itation center in New York City. Jane called the 
project "a lot of work, but also a lot . .of fun," and is 
planning a similar event for next year. 
Jane indicated that all members participate in 
the Gamma Delta Pi activities, and used the Craft 
Fair as an example. She stated that every girl was 
involved either making the crafts, teaching craft 
making skills to others, or just planning the ~_yent. 
"The Fair really, brought us together," said Jane, 
"and that's a central aim of sorority life." She also 
stated such projects result in a great sense of 
accomplishment which can "bring a lot of girls:out" 
who may never before have tested their abilities. 
"There are a lot of really .great things going on 
in . the Greek . community which are taken for 
granted," said Cindy Small, who, as chancellor of . 
Gamma Delta Pi, is in charge of the parliamentary · 
affairs of the sorority. Jane agreed with this point, 
and cited t:hat ~lta Kappa's contribQtion, the 
Ithaca College Dirtttory,'is used e~~ntless times 
by the stUdetit.s·~ery day. She all!lc)lbsdiu.ted that 
the two recent visits of the Red Cross Blood Bank 
were made possible only through the sponsorship 
and organization of Pi Lambda Chi. Jane ·added 
that she originally decided to pledge for a sorority· 
in order "to get things done that an individual just 
can't do~." · ... .· 
blurt out: - "An expeI_"ience ... a great big learning 
experience.'.' Her laugh~er finally subsided, and on 
a more serious ~ote she explained tliat pledgi!,)g 
was a valuable experience because it involved " 
working·toward a common goal through co-opera- . 
tion and participation." Gamma Delta.Pi ~ulree 
no physical strains during pledging, u 41o,·mo1t 
fraternities, because, according to Cindy, the alms 
of the sorority are "more construetiv,e than a test of 
physical endurance." , . 
The beginnings of Garµma Delta Pi are unique. 
In 1965, · with Delta Phi Zeta. the only social 
sorority Of! campus, the ~tration decided to 
found a second one, Jane revealed. The 
administration asked 21 girls to spend the summer 
at the Coll~ge for the pµrpose of writing a sorority 
constitution. The following fall, this constitution 
belonged to a new local social -service sorority 
called Gamma Delta PL · 
Today Gamma Delta Pi has expanded to 44 
members, seven of which reside in other dorms. 
Are the members living outside' the house less 
active? Jane stated they are just as active, due to 
the efforts of the "ding-a-ling siste( who is 
appointed to notify all members of meetings and 
activities. ~veryon!l in the.sorority is kept up dn 
current events by the distribution of the minutes 
from each meeting, whic~ are even sent to those 
sisters spending the semester in London. 
When .Tane mentioned the sororities regard 
the fraternities as "big brothers" on campus, I 
asked now the sqrorities consider each other, and 
·whether or not there is much rivalry between 
them.· Jane thought for a minute and then replied, 
"There will always.be a certain amount of rivalry." 
However, Jane feels that this rivalry is predomin-
antly on a "fun basis" and that there, is an 
inter-sorority camaraderie which is especially 
evide,J1t during . Greek Weekend, when the 
fraternities and sororities try to outdo each other in 
-skits and games. 
Within the social community 'of a sorority, 
Cindy believes one must have eertain personal 
qualities. A willingness to help others at all times 
"is-just a matter of responsibility," she noted. Both 
Jane and Cindy find the time they must devote to 
Gamma 'Delta Pi is filled with warm, personal 
experiences which they will not ·soon forget. 
Altha.ugh Jane feels that Gamma ~ta Pi's plan~~ .,,. 
act~s are memorable;•.'tht. spc1ntaneous things, , 
like a sudden '.snow ball fight, usually turn out to be 
the most unforgettable." 
Next week the third and .final -article in this 
series will appear in the lthaean. It will be a survey 
of how the independents living on campus view the 
Greeks. · 
.. 
Cindy stated that it was unfortunate that 
A NEW INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING COLUMN many negative stereotypes have been connected 
.. _..;.,;;._..;..;..;;;..;..;.._.;.a.;c.-..='-"-;.=.-'-;....;..a..::a.-.:.:.a=-=..:---=.;..;:;.--';;...;;.~,;;._;;..;;..;..,.a with sororities. In her view, the role of 
' 
Sencl correspo11de11.re IO fJ . fJ ear at the Ithacan. 
in the hase111e11t o{ dorm 6. or cafl ex. 54 f , or 
:! 73-96 70. /,efle;·.1 will he published weekly 11r as 
they come 111. along with re.\lllts. 
Dear Readers; 
It was brought to my eost ratio. This is primarily 
attention by an interested vege- 1 because of the high use of 
tarian that the vegetarian meals margarine and ·chees which can 
served at Saga leave a lot to be be as expensive as meat these 
desired. This person had been in , days and grains must be broken 
touch with the management of down to get the full nutrients out 
Saga and was told that a with such a limited line it is 
possibili~y. might _lie in v~getari- necessary to combine things. 
ans obtammg their own lme and Both Dave and Bill cook and 
special meal sticker. Vegetarians are plan~ing to make some· of 
would then be the only ones able their own favorites in the near 
to get food from the ve?"etaria_n future. If anyone had the spinach 
~able. H~pefull~ by domg this souffle on Tuesday, that was one 
and havmg a fixed number of of Bill's. Mo"st of the meals are 
diners the meals would improv~. planned. by the vegetarian cook, 
This seemed a good idea to John Brew, who is a vegeatrian 
me so I went to the Union himself and has been a CQOk for 
cafeteria to see about the possi- SAGA for two years. Rut as Bill 
bilities. There are several major poin~ed out, ')ne gets into a 
problems with this idea such as ~roove of . fix J your own 
the need for a separate room, favorit~ t 1,;ngs. Hopefull_y with 
according to SAGA manager Bill both Bil! and Dave cook1~g the 
Thorned because even with menu will be enlarged. Bill also 
different meal sti~kers, there is mentioned that he would 'he 
no was to keep a vegetarian. from happy ~o have_ ay rcipes o 
going to get some of ·the dishes ve~etar!ans or items that_ the_y 
for.a friend. Mr. Thorne also said would hke to s~e. If cookmg 1s 
that to "upgrade" the "'.egetarian ·your _bag, then just _go back to 
line is not really feasible. Menus the kitchen and he will strap you 
for the dining haJI come from i~ 'whites' and' rou can -_~ook" a 
California.and then upgraded and dish yourself with all. the ·.~e!p 
changed according to what is you need. -~ , · · .- .. ·. 
available hy the _SAGA manager. . Mr. Thor_ne wa~ ~~~x:?ed 
Bill Thorne said- that the food we with waste m · the ·cafeterias; 
have · here is better than .other especially after- he~ng·_ .Pliilli · 
SAGA outlets and. one· of the Berrigan spea)i.1Ie hi~_self.'tends 
very few who ·actually serve towards a vegetarian ~i~t and.is 
!teak. · in. f\111. supp'?_rt · of . co~ceri:ied 
At present the vegetarian students.,: -. > .. .. . · . · 
line costs more to· run than the My overall \m,press1on of. 
re Jar line on a erS!)Ii f1*ed .· conii11ued o_';, page 9 
, ' 
/. 
-------~ ·~~ 
"sisterhood" has changed in the past few years. _ 
First, she mentioned that the sisters display a more 
. democratic attitude toward the pledges and that a 
member_Jleed no longer be "dead or dying" before 
being excused·.from ~ttendance at a meeting. 
Furthermore, Jane feels that sororit~s are losing 
their ".clique" atmosphere and the sisters have 
many friend's and activities outside the sorority. 
Since Cindy is half-way through her first 
semester in Gamma Delta Pi and the trials and 
tribulations of init: ,don are still fresh in her mind, I 
asked her to describe her impression of pledging. 
Through much hysterica! laughter she managed to 
. ' 
Cindy Small and Ja11e Nonvood 
·35mmCan,81'8Sale! 
L-ES ICI --, ~~ /', . '\· 
- electronic shutter 
'
J:'.. '.·. )}J 
-. 8 to 1/2000 sec. \~~---}/! 
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PRO~llE::: Storrer Brings an Element 
of·_ Professionalism t·o .I.C. 
Dr. Storrer 
'Ryan Relinguishes 
· Histor~fhairmanship 
by Janis Moorhou)l,e0 ~ ti time he would rather devote to 
\.L.. teaching. Next year he will 
History Dep ent Chair- welcome the extra time to use for 
inan professor Ryan. will the actual teaching of students. 
resign his positio Y 1, 1975. In a letter to Dean Baker, 
~i~. reason i_s !'i~ _woul~ !ike to announcing his decision, Profes-
deyot~. tp .te~cl:nng t~ t1~_e he . sor Ryan states: "I appreciated 
h?s· ~o_give_t_a hj(adinin\strati~e. -the· h_e.lp. and support' of. the 
duties. . . members . of. -the History . De-
T~is action ~omes a y_ear partment and ~specially the 
ahead of the schedule~ end of-the work of various committee chafr-
chairJllan-ship. "It's i:>.e~n. a good man over the years." And, "I 
ten years," Professor Ryan says, wish to express my appreciation 
and "th~re is no trace of to the open and friendly working 
bitter.nes§. in my decision to rel!ltionship· l' have ha9 with the 
_resign as chairman". various administrative officers of 
· Ten years ago, Professor the college with whom I have 
Ryan was the last chairman to be come in contact ... " Dr. Ryan 
-appointed the position. Since stresses Hand S dean Ted Baker 
then, he has won two elections to has the ability ·to work with 
keep him chairman. _ students ·and faculty with a 
Dr. Ryan regrets· that the humane rather than purely bus-
maintenance of the position.takes . iness sense. 
--·. ··:\~ "l' don't wish to completely 
Photo by ·Al/t-tardon 
divorce myself from the admin-1 
~stration of the History Depart-
· inent", Dr. Ryan points out. And 
he appears confident the depart-
ment will have no troub)_e.finding 
a good replacement for him. 
299 C~SES 
OLD BEER 
/ 
roceries lcegs 
·supp.lies ice 
NI.TED CIGAR 
OPEN DAILY 
8 A.M. TO 10 P.M. 
MENU 
rHURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2e-... 
Lunch 
French Onion Soup 
Pizza 
Savory Beef Casserole 
Corned Beef·Saniiwlch 
Egg Salad-Sandwiches 
,Dinner 
Minestrone Soup 
Pork Chops 
Baby Beef Liver 
Egg Plant' Parmesan 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21 
_unch . 
, _: Tomato Rice Soup 
-~Fb,hwich iandwlc:h 
· 'Shepard's Pili · 
Tun11· c;.,.,.. Diet• 
~ . . . .. 
Dinner 
Vegetable Soup 
Veal Scalloplnl 
Stuffed Cabbage Rolls 
S~TURDAY,FEBRUARY22; 
Beef Barley Soup 
Hot Turkey 
Ham n. Egg Omelet 
Scallopsd Apples and sausage , 
P_lzzaburger. 
Dinner' 
Chilled Vegetable Juice 
chan:'!)al broiled steak 
· Top·round carved on the line 
-Shrimp Creolli --
Seafood -~11ket 
by Ray Donnelly 
Among the more prominent 
members if the Ithaca College 
faculty is Dr. William Storrer. 
As a professional photographer 
and stage director, Dr. Storrer 
brings a wealth of experience to 
the school of Communications. 
Following two interviews 
and selection by a committee of 
three faculty and three students, 
he came to the school of 
Communications in the fall of 
1973. Storrer felt one of the 
things that most impressed the 
committee was not his own work 
but the photographic works of 
his students at Southhampton 
College. He set up and taught the 
first photography course at that 
college. 
Diversified Individual 
Storrer came to IC as an 
apparently very qualified and 
diversified individual. He has 
traveled over a,half million miles 
creating an immense backlog of 
photographic art. He currently 
has on display at the Bartholet 
Gallery in New York City, the 
first photographic art it h~ ever 
, displayed. He has one of the 
world's largest private documen-
tation· colection of Frank Lloyd 
Wright's architectural work. 
Author - of Book 
h~ staged "Liitle Mary Sun-
shint". This year he will stage 
"Mame" at COrnell University._ 
Arriving at Ithaca College, 
Storrer was very enthusiastic. 
"It was an exciting idea to work __ 
on the advanced frontiers· of 
technolog) and media. Ithaca 
College seemed progressive and 
the Communications School an 
expanding area." 
. Storrer i~ also the author of 
a book on Wright's architecture 
containing photographs of archi-
tecture. The · book is highly 
praised and very successful. It 
was reviewed in both the News-
day leisure section and in News-
week magazines. 
Dur~ng the past summer he 
traveled to Australia and New 
Zealand, lecturing on Architec-
' ture, photography, and travel. 
Having had many offers to _ 
go professional, both as a thea-
trical director and-photographer, 
Storrer turned them down to 
teach. "The excitement you get 
when a student finally gets a 
point you're trying to make is 
what brings me back to teaching. 
I find great satisfaction in giving 
students a direction." 
In the, area of theatre, 
besides teaching at Southamp-
ton, he has staged over two 
dozen shows at school and 
professionally. Last spring break 
A sample of Dr. Storrer's work 
He was· twice interviewed· on 
radio andTV while touring. 
Popularity 
William A. Storrer is repor-
tedly very popular among his 
students. Students feel he hu 
something to say and they listen. 
His ability, artistic creativity, 
and intelligence can only be 
exceeded by his tremendous 
potential. 
F 
G ~ Feb. 22 Ford Hall Auditorium 
Two Shows 8 & 10 PM All-Tickets $2.50 
nEFU l\'os ,\ V Al LAB LE AT OFFICE OF CA~!Pl!S ACTIVITIES 
SUNDAV FEBRUARY 23 
Brunch 
Cherry Crepes 
Scram1?1 .. rt Eggs 
Fried Eggs 
Frizzled t-tam 
Bagels 
Cream Cheese 
C:nld Cub 
, Onion, Lettuce, Potato 
' Chiner 
Chllled Punch 
Baked Ham-Hawaiian Sauce 
Chln11e Pepper Steak 
French Dipped Waffles 
MONDAY FEBRUARY 24 
Lunch 
Vegetable Soup 
Hot Dog on Bun .1 
Baked Spaghetti 
Julienne Salad Plate 
Pastrami on R'ye 
Dinner 
-Chlcf(en Gu01bo Soup 
-Grilled Chopped.Steak 
T.urkeY with Stuffing 
Sweet and Sour Shrlmo 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25 
Lunch 
cream ot Tomato soup 
Grilled Cheese Sandwich and Chlll 
Turkey Tetrazzlni 
Tuna Salad Sandwich 
Pearadlse Salad Plate 
Dinner 
Beef Barley Soup 
Pot Roast of Beef 
Baked Lasagna of Beef Tacos 
Fish and Chips 
Salad Bar 
WEONESDAY,FEBRUAR~26 
Lunch 
Chicken Noodle Soup 
Hot Meatloaf with French Fries 
Turkey Pot Pie with Crust 
Cold Meat Salad Plate • 
Dinner 
Cream of Potato Soup-
Baked Chicken 
Roast Beef 
Spirals and Meatballs 
_-.. .:;. .. · .. · .. ·-. -.... ·,.._·  .. -.. ,- __ .., ............ _ ......... --~-----------, ... . ,,...,, __ ,,.~== -'~-"""'·=-===-========== ===--·,----------=--::...-._-.. -_-__ :::;-r_-_-_ _ -- --··-·· ·- ·---- - --------- - . - - - - -· 
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Edict Stifle Yourself! 
Practice room number 18 in the music building 
- the DeBussy Room - has been restored to its 
original state of drab normalcy and putrid pastels. 
It was painted beautiful shades of blues and 
whites two weekends ago by music student 
freshman Gregg Gleasner and a friend of his. 
Initially threatened with expulsion, and th~n 
'action' under tht! Ithaca College Judfc1al Code, 
Gleasner decided to repaint the room. Meanwhile, 
several professors and teachers remarked that 
Gleasner's redocorating was a· good job and a 
welcome change:· Many students made special trips_ 
to the music building to inspect and admire the __ 
paint job. But that is all over with, and practice ;. 
room 18 can not be distinguished from any other 
·practire room ... except that it has fresh coats of 
blah . paint while the other rooms have graffiti-
splashed walls and chipped, flaking radiators. 
The actions of the dean and his administration 
are confusing to say the least, and ludicrous at their 
best. Granted, Gleasner·did not ha'!e permission to 
re-do the room. Yet he did spend his own precious 
time, money an·d effort to improve the conditions of 
a practice room used by everyone. 
Instead of accepting that fact and acknow-
ledging Gleasner's efforts as charitable, and 
unselfish, the edict comes down to undo the 
'damage.' It would not have been so terrible to let 
Gregg 'get away' with his horribl~ deed, but 
prohibit any others from doing the same thing, and 
then set to work.on-a decent color code, or even a 
student volunteer work force to clean up and better 
the practice roome. 
Most everyone who had seen t_be room agreed 
it was a good job and a noble effort. Gregg's only 
'crime' was that he did not have permission. The 
means in this instance, do justify the ends. 
Composing music is an expression of one's own 
soul and· personality. It seems only natural to 
prov[de a relaxing, stimulating atmosphere rather 
than a depr-essing one. And if students like Gregg 
are willing to put in such effort to better their 
surroundings at no cost to the school, they should 
be applauded, not stifled. 
It is a shame- no, a pity ... that some members 
of the administration can only · see rules and 
regulations, and are blind to the good that 
s·ometimes comes about from an occasional bending 
or breaking of those rules. 
Editorials reJ1ect the opinion oj the editorial board and do no 
necessarily reflect rlze views of Ithaca College or the student body. 
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· Are you tired-tired of the photographs · of · advances -must :replace· the security of the _large 
emaciated . bodies currently.· _ being displayed· in family. .' ' .. 
newspapers, magazines, and on the T. V.? Do you· The Coaliti~n. on World Hunger has planned a 
consider it ·obscene? While you consid!,'r . this, program to provide y~u with a serti~. (to learn if 
consider whether you can get hold of a role of fat on ·you're over fat) and to. raise funds t!)_contnoute· to 
you,.- side, just above your hip. One of every two ;_ Ul'<ll_CEF for _hunger relief and de!elop,ment. The 
people in -the United- States wµI be grasping an infonnation is imP,Oitant to 1._ou since ~eight and 
abundance of fat~ .Fifty percent of our populace is weight tables d~,- not pi:ovide info~tion about 
over fat and this same mal~y has spread to our pet your · fatness; . . The Coalition _will · sponsoz: ·a 
population. Even our dogs-and cats are o~er fat. · discussion in tlie-near future to ~uss obesity and 
When we compare the corpulence of our population reasonable courses· of. action to deal. with it. 
with the emaciation of the population in tlie less Let's procl~ Tuesday, Feb~ 25th - FAT 
,( developed countries we confront real obs_eenity. TAX DAY-. On this day, student volunteers will be 
How long can Americans live in their ·smug operating fat check points ir!-the _Union and near 
over fat shells apd condemri an Indian peasant for - cafeteria lines .. If you agree, they will measure the 
having too many children? Certainly over fat on the back.of your arni..and tell you.how you, 
pop.ulation is a portion of the world hunger problem rate in _comparison with n9rms for college men and 
but is it a ,greater portion than the injustice ·of women. Those· tht exceed· the norin : will be 1 
mal-distribution of the bare essentials for life such encouraged_to donate a ni~el for each mil!iJDeter of 
as food or water? Certainly there's a need to ·excess fat. _· Donat~ons 'will _also be gl,!ldly- accepted· 
promote population control but this must not be l>Y those that -are happy ~ find that' i~"Y· did not 
looked to as th~ panacea. Fertility control inust not exceed the norms. The money may keep another 
be . confused with population control .. Demeliy '. human aliye or prevent defilitating brain ·damage in 
pointed out iri the September, 1974, Scientific a_mal-nourished child. Please support Fat Tax 
American that population growth can be controlled Day. 
by developement or catastrophe. Development 
Non Viorent .Revolutions 
In response to a comment by Reggie Simmons. It_ still exists today. But those individuals who 
>in the Jan. 30th Ithacan, I'd like to offer a few truly accepted His teachings of ·Love and Concern 
thoughts._ / for others, became chan~d peopre for it.· He left 
Reggi~ evidently feels much bitterness toward such an impact in fact, tnat He's still very much 
the white power structure in this country, as he has alive today, in theitearts and lives of millions. That 
every right to feel. There certainly has been a lot kind of.freedom c11n never be swallow,ed bytorce. 
of injustice in the past, as there continues to be How much better off the world would be, if more 
today. Yet I question the effectiveness of physical people would live His precepts as reality,_ instead of 
violence, in a world which has resorted to it seeing them as mere _ideali_sm! Ideals are only 
repeatedly in the -past, yet which is still faced with ideals until they're acted upon .. 
many of the same problems. Martin Luther King, in his book The Trumpet 
Reggie made the-statement: "History shows of Conscience,. says: , "The dispossessed of this 
us that all- successful revolutions were brought nation- the poor, both whi.te and negro- live in a 
about by physical means." Were they successful? -eruelly unjust· society. They must organize a 
Has Castro's Cuba become the utopia· he might revolution against that in~ustice, ,not against the 
hav.e meant it to be, with true fairn~ss to all its lives of the persons who are their fellow citizens .. . 
people? Did Russia's Revolution bring about the the· crisis we face is international in scope ... it 
changes for the common man that wer.e aimed for? involves the poor, the dispossessed, and the -· 
1 don't agree that " ... wlier.Jver people have ~xploited of the whole world." · . . . 
gained real control of their lives, there has been I agree that we're "a pampered folk.;' -But 
bloodshed and death~" Men only gain re.I control unless we shake loose some of this·obsession with 
of their lives when they begin to control their own the material, and work together in alleviating- the 
pride . and powei:-drives, and learn to cooperate injustice toward other suffering human beings, our 
with their-fellow human beings. Let's face it: we, divided efforts will remain useless. · I agree that .. 
as Americans, as Earth-dwellers, can't afford to be "our" Western Civilization leaves much to be 
divided any longer. Ea<:b group has, in turn, desired, and demands change now in many areas. 
fought for its own individual recognition and ne_eds, · Indeed, it has become alien in many ways to many 
and that's good_ Men will always, and should of us, whatever our color. I, for one, am ready ·and 
always, find identification in their own culture willing. to join with all my brothers · and sisters 
group, and strive to 1_111tjntain a certain degree of (now, and hopefully even m2re~so after I··1eave 
uniqueness. But the situations which face us·today school) in definite service projects and worthwhile 
have gone beyond that scope. They involve the non-violent movements,_ in a positive · effort to 
lives of billions of people, not divided so much by affect and· change the present situations. I truly 
racial. religious, and political boundries (though · hope that others reading this will join ine in this 
these divisions are still very real, and often a struggle. · 
hindrance to progress), but by need for food, As King says: "In a world facing the revolt of 
security, a meaning to life. These men· and women ragged and hungry masses .of God's children; in a 
have been almost destroyed by other men's vain world torn between _tensions of East. and West, 
search for power, possessions, and political victory while and coloted, individualists and collectivists;in 
through violence. a wo.rld whose cultural and spi.tjtual power lags so _ 
--- Per.haps some of the most successful revolu- far behind her technologieal capab!lities that we 
tions •. have been waged- by _peaceful live each day_on_the verge ofnuclear·co-annihila-
, men, with very non-violent tacfics. Jesus Christ is tion; .in this world, nonviolence is _no l~nger an 
perhaps the best example of this. · Obviously, He option for intellectual analysis,it is all imperative 
-didn't totally subdue inju~tice wherever He met it. · for action:" . 
Comments are unsolicued and musr be typewritten and-double 
spaced. 1!1ey must include· the author's ,~a-~e and position at ltjzaca 
College. TJ eadline is 4 PM Tuesday afternoon. Comments should 
- reflect opinions 011 subjects of ge11er<1l interest to e1rer/011e. 
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Helping Hunger, 
There are some groups at IC 
that have begun to take small 
strides towards meaniILIZful.. l'!!~· 
sponses to the sufering peoples 
of the famiJie-strickeh-countries. 
1) A . growing number of· 
people are observing Tuesdays 
as f~t days out of solidarity with 
those suffering from h~ger and 
starva"tion and· solidarity with 
other concerned...Ithacans:, who_ 
see the need to make some type 
of ' personal response to the 
problem. Some of these people 
are gathering -in the front rodm 
of the Chaplain's Office in 
Rowland Hall for sharing soup 
and conversatiG:i. 
2) The Coalition on World , 
Hunger, here at, IC, recommends 
one of. several alternatives: 
joining the Tuesday fast, · a 
· general decrease in general food 
consumption · or a decrease in· 
meat consumption (thereby di-
verting tM' grain used to feed 
cattle: 
Beginnin"g Thursday, Feb-· 
ruary 13, I\ vege:t,arian entree 
will be added to the choices in the 
Terrace Dining Hall. This will be 
continued on a trial basis for 3 to 
4 weeks, at which time its 
success will be determined. 
Please support either this alter-
native or the already existing 
· Letters are unsolicited and should perta'in to topics of gei1eral 
interest. 111ey must be typed, double spaced and no longer ihan one 
and one half pages.') eadline is 4. PM Tuesdays. 
Congress 
\ 
cm1tim1ed from page I 
first semester we were asking if 
this or that was all right by the 
constitution, and there was one. 
There was internal fighting, also. 
The Congress was dominated by 
the juniors and seniors 'that had 
been t,here for years and·kn~w all 
the rules. They managed to 
overpower the underclassmen 
who didn't know the ropes." 
members said. "The dual rep 
issue," noted Sharon Haas, 
"really drove some students , 
away who had come interested in 
Congress. The floor was taken 
over by a small group· of people 
who got · entangled in formal 
procedure and it beca.me almost !l 
personal argument. The rest of . 
the students grew apathetic and 
·the ones who came to the open 
meetings stopped ~oming." 
-Type of Student 
Many · Congress members 
agreed the question of dual 
representation was responsible 
for alienation and entanglements 
of procedure throughout the fall. 
The. proposal, which-~s backed · "' What kind ol person gets' 
by Andy Telsey and the Execu- attracted to Student Congress? 
tive Board, supported r!"presen- Andy Telsey said, ,"You usually 
tation of shide·nt~ 'iri tl].efr; ·. get th_e: type who is into 
academic schools as well as their speakingi knows the rhetoric, 
living units. Clubs and _other some kind of future lawyer or 
organ)zations would be denied. _a. DJ. If Congress bec~mes domin-
vote. The proposal woµld dis- ated by these,people it becomes a , 
pense with the system in which ga~~ an~ ego is ver_y involved." 
some students were represented _ I wish we would ·get more 
several times through various out the people who don't talk 
clubs as well as. living units. , ir.uch," commented- the student 
Th proposal, which was .treasurer Josh Leonard. "When 
,defeated spawned conflict among. ~her come up_ with something, it 
groups and drwnput battles ·over is usually vahd ~nd well thought 
procedure that disiijusioned a out. The people who shut up are 
number of students, several probably some excellent people." 
Next week is the last 1srne of' the Ithacan before Marcf1 vacation. 
All news dippings, general ,information, letters andadl'ertisements 
must be 111 hy -I PM Tuesday afternoon. · Qfice·: IJ asement T) orin· 6. 
The photo accompanying the 
front page article in last week's 
Ithacan· ,"Wolfe Prowls Campus, 
was NOT· George Wolfe. Dr. 
James Whalen, the· third presi-
dential candidate; was uninten-
tionally and mistakenly printed 
as Dr. George Wolfe's photo. We 
are sorry for .any inconveni~nce 
this may have caused. 
... ~ .. -, -·-·· . . .... •~-" 
The inital ,batch of spring 
'jY , St:ntP scholarships has 
arrivC'rl at the Bursar's office. 
Students· may stop hy the offirp 
Monda:v throt/gh E-riday hPtween 
!l--1 to either pick up their checks 
or havP them deposited to their 
a!'l'ounts. The office i~ located on 
the· sC'cood floor of Job Hall. 
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vegetarian selection in the Union 
Dining Hall. Any future negotia-
tions with Saga on this issue will 
depend on the success of these 
two vegetarian alternatives. 
Sincerely, 
Jean Bellini 
Chaplains Office xl84 
Music Room 18 
To the. Edit6r The cause of 
Gregg Gleasner will undoubtedly 
become a rallying point for 
short-sighted campus liberals. 
Before their fury overwhelms 
the music department's rational, 
common-sense approach to the 
problem, I \\'.Ould like to applaud 
the courageous stand taken by 
John Covert and Craig McHenry. 
If Mr·. Gleasner's creative and 
community spirited action is 
allowed to go unc.hallenged, 
ot_her students. may take the 
coUege code, or at least a paint 
brush, into their own hands and 
in no time at all the practice 
rooms will be better. more 
attractive places to .work. 
Peter Beeson 
Myron Taylor Hall 
Cornell University 
~(J 
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WONDERLOVE 
THIS WEEK ONLY 
IN CONCERT 
STEVIE WONDER 
MON - THURS 8: 15 
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THE 
I.C. ·coNCERT COMM. 
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WONDE-RLOVE 
YOUR NEWS REPORTED 
BY YOUR CONTEMPORIES 
' -
MON - THURS 7 .30 and 10,00 
-
BROUGHT TO YOU BY 
S.A.B. 
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Comin2 Soon: The Ithaca C0Ue2e Oatine- Game 
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....... 0. tt.'s R-o·· :c·· k. ..One of.the Boys" off the'barfd's 'fifth''album; 'along. ' it<· But wlth 'a· poor_scrip,t, .iµld ·not -88 ·much lf .f. i with two other M.ott tunes. "Viol~nce" and, .. ~ n :: ·excitement ·_ or ·as many_· gimmicks- as todays 
Roll Qu~n" make ·.up most of- it.Except for audi~nee is accustomed __ to seeing. It.lacks impact; 
B d 
"Queen", which is an old favorite, the·songs come . thus _leaving little impressions in the mind of the ·. _ 
.. ,.,.a.k es .... o· a way across as a bit lackluster. "Boys" is a dong that can' viewer.· ~ / ' 1 f .I. I • ~ . · . · _ p~bably _ be heard by any. local . bar band (Other :· - .. . Robert MitcbuJ& noticeably showing his age in 
groups have overplayed the _material also~· most the tJtle_ .role, gives. an uneven performance; at . 
By Jon Coate 
"All the way from nowhere to the Uris neatre 
in New York . .-; "is how the liner notes describe Mott 
the Hoople's privilege of introducing rock t!> 
Broadway. And Mott's. new· album,Mott the 
Hoople Live does just that. The opening side of the 
album was recorded at the Uris, May 9, 1974. It. is 
easy for this reviewer to sit back and snidely 
suggest that an album recorded' on this date must 
~ good (it's hi~ birthday). Nonetheless, the Uris 
side is strong and full of vitality and graced with a 
good mobile recording job. The flip· side "(recorded 
Dec. 14, 1973 at the Odeon . Theatre in 
Hammersmith, London) comes across as somewhat 
weaker, but it is quite listenable just the same. 
"All the Way from Memphis", the band's most 
recent hit, s,.arts·off the l:Jris side. The boys move 
swiftly from this well-done rocker, writte!l by Ian 
;Hunter, into "Sucker", an earlier Mott tune. A 
newer number, in the form of "Rest in Peace" 
follows. It· starts out with the soft, yet somehow 
drawn-out piano of Morgan Fisher, the newest 
member of the band. Hunter's vocalizing is done 
well on this song and, overall, the number is a good 
one. "Rest in Peace" precedes what is probably 
Mott's most well-known hit, "All the Young 
Dudes." Bowie wrote this song for Mott bef!)re he 
even met them, knowing they'd perform it well, 
and they do. The set finishes off with "Walkin with 
a Mountain", a hard-rocker featuring the guitar ·of 
Ariel Bender; who has since left the band and been 
replaced by Mick Ronson. 
Mott's performance at the Odeon makes up 
side 2 and is dominated by. a relatively weak and 
unexciting six song medley. "Jerkin Crocus"_ and 
Music Box 
Saturday, Feb. 22, 4 pm Waltet Ford Hall. 
Senior recital: Lori Eckhardt, clarinet with 
assisting instrumentalists. Music by Sutermeister, 
Jacob, Bernstein, Debussy, and Hovhaness. 
Admission free. - · 
S1;1nday, Feb. 23, 2 pm Walter Ford Hall. 
Senior recital: David Mathie, trombone assisted 
by instrumentalists. .. Program: So~atas by 
Poule~c. Bas1,ett and Biber; Bozza, Ballade,. 
Admission free. 
Tuesday, Feb. 2_5; 8:15 p.m. Walter Ford Hall. 
Choral concert: Ithaca College Women's Chorale 
and Madrigal. Singers conducted by Jame·s E. 
_Por~r.field, Jr.; Ithaca College Chorus conducted 
by . R9land Bentley. Program: Distler's 
Chorliederbuch, Bach's Jesu, meine Freude, songs 
by Weelkes, Jeep, Brahms, Nystedt, Niles, Fine. 
Admission free. --\ · 
Wednesd~y. Feb. 26, 8:15 pm Walt~r Ford 
Hall. Ithaca College graduate recital: Lucy 
Banner, piano. Program: Brahms, Intermezzi; 
$onatas by Prokofieff and Beethoven. Admission 
free. 
A jATAC 
GA-RDEN 
[RESTAU~AN1J 
x,.,,ng r~ Publrc )1~ 1931 
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notably the Stones, but their ·music .has the times convinvcing as the sell-out ~lie, at times 
resilie_ncy to bounce right back).· Also includec-in · most ineffective hy his meclianical.deliYery. Peter 
the rpedley are renditions ·of-the Beatkle's "Get ·Boyle (ofJoefame) has a second lead and hands.in a 
Back'' and the classic "V{hole Lotta Shakin;' . The ~ fairly believable ~9nruµice ,as µie · friendly, 
medley attempts to get the.audience to "get"their neighborhood bartender turned-hit man. .. · · _ 
~ses up," Hunter stated. 'This may have succeded Filmed ~ Boston.The Friends_'of ~die :Coyle . 
Ii!'~, bu_t jj; fails· somewhat on-record. is not one of Mitchum's great achievements. The 
The side is rounded:'. 01_1t oy two numbers, story does manage to conv~y 1ts ~essage: "With 
. "Rose" and "Sweet Angeline." The latter -is the friends like thatr who needs enemies?"- . .. -
most notable ·and contains t)ie solid background· ,__ The Friends of,Eddie.~yle is.playing at the 
piano work of' Fisher, it complements ,Bender's Strand theatei: downtown.· · 
guitar lie~ well. "Angeline" rep!'.'8sents the only 
real touch of band-audience communication as 
Hunter carries· on a run~g conversation d)ll'ing 
the sQng. "Rose", a sweet number about a 
childhood love who's now grown up, features 
pianist Fisher. _ -_ ,, 
It was back in 1970 when this revie~~r first saw 
Mott in concert. ';l'hrough some personnel changes 
and fresh music, 'they have certainly come a long, 
long'way. The talent·is definitely there for many 
more albums of good music.· Ian Hunter is a quite 
capable s~ger-songwriter-guitarist,. Buffin · on 
drums, Pete Ove~end Watts on bass, are two old 
stal~arts of the band who continue to pe·rform . 
consistently well. Morgan Fisher, the new member 
of the band, is a welcome addition. . 
Despite this revi_ewer's · lack of enthusiasm for 
most-'>f side 2, Mott the Hoople Live is a good taste 
of rock n roll that cannot be ignored. It looks like 
l!lOre_-good things to come from 'Mott the Hoopl~-
and m the meantim~. their new album can be 
played an.a enjoyed! 
With Friend.s' L.ike. 
COY-le."Who _.·. _· 
N.eeds Enemies? 
The Friends.of Eddie Coyle is a rather sluggish tale 
of a poor sloo named Eddie Coyle, who turns stool 
pigeon in an _effort to save his own skin. 
In the hopes· of getting a .reduced sentente, 
Eddie "Fingers" Coyle.becomes as he so aptly puts· 
it, "a permanent rat fink." He is the middle man in 
a racket that supplies machine guns. to anyone anq .... 
everyone who can afford the price. -
As the -plot u11ravels, the question becomes, 
who-is framing whom? The audience is led to 
believe that Eddie won't 'be found out, but his 
murder by a hit man is proof-positive that the life of 
TODA Y'S CHUCKLE 
Parents explain the· current eco-
nomic situation as a chance for us 
kids to experience what/ it ~as'. like 
during the 'good ol'd, days:' 
fUNIVERSITY -DELI' 
R-eview 
, . BySamM~ ., 
The Great White Hope is a very heavy film. It 
is tire- lthaflick for Thursday and Friday and it is 
very, very good. The plot deals with the first black" 
heavy.weight champ and his fight to the top. Not 
only is Tie prejudiced against because he is black, 
but the fact that he has a white mistress 
aggravates the situation even more. The film 
reaches a sad _conclusion as Jack Jefferson (the' 
champ) finally agrees to throw the-title in return 
for permis~ion to return .to the United States. He 
has been living in exile in Mexico. · 
· , · · The f~ is based on truth althougl1 some of the 
locales have 'been changeq from the ones that 
actually existe~ (Mexico instead of Cuba). In.fact, 
the only real--,Problem with the film is that it flirts 
too far a~ay from the tru~h. What wiu;_ ac_tually a 
tragedy m real life becomes milked in· the film 
version. Many people enjoy· a film th_at · will ·give 
them a good cry but. this might be too much ·"cry" 
for many. . · · · - · 
The real saving grace for this film :{besides a 
good basic, _though,,over~orked stQry line) is'.the 
ac~ing, which -~ :ni>µting,. ,:3hon.: ~f e~c~lJ~nt 
.. tJrroµ~~11t. Jall}es Earl ;Jones,· Jane Alexander 
and_ Hal, Holbro'ofc ··ekber ·eqtial or· s~rpass' ail of 
their p~t performances. All in all a v.:orthwhiltfilm, 
The Great White Hope will be . presente·d ' on 
, Thursday and _Fri-Jay in T't02 at 9:30 on Thursday 
c!,nd 7:00 1!,n"d 9:30 ori Friday~ - · .' 
"Where were you i~ '.!)2? boom the posters. 
Well, I for one was in 3rd grade and American 
!]raffiti mak~s m~ very haPJ?Y that I was. Nostalgia 
1s a great thmg- ; Graffiti is a bit too much of a 
good thing. ¥es, 1t is funny and it is interesting but 
I was not crazy about' the ~arly 60's when I lived 
through'them. Why should it be different now?-
T_he sight gags are great and much of the film 
is ·genuinely funny t?ut it keeps throwing it at you 
and enough is enough. It's just fine to be a senior at 
a prom but as sltd as it. may seem, it can only be 
great for, so-long. . . -
Ronny HOward plays the lead with as much · 
finesse a~ be did as Opie in Mayberry and his role is 
about as convincing. The rest of tire cast does an 
admirable job (especially Richard Dreyfuss)·with 
the nota~le'exception of a cameo.by Wolfrqan Jack,_ 
who comes off abQut ~ well as he does on the 
!'¥1idNite special...Nowheresville .. -. . . 
• American Graffiti will be. presented on 
·saturday and Sunday in T102 at 7:00 and 9:30. 
Next week- Man on·a Swing and Westworld: 
,c 
COLLEGET<>WN NOW <>PF.!\: 
· 24 HRS~.-. ~ DAlL Y -. 
-1:········~····· .. ·······~·.··~·-....:--·~········ ................................. ;,..,,.,,..; ~ ~' .i,,. •• ~ ............ .- .· * . . .   . . - ' ' *·} ··C-ORNELL BROADWAY STA~~ announces ·tryouts -for our~Sr,rimtPr.oduction of . -: 
* ' ' .. ~ * 
* • 1 MAME ! 
a Directed b11 Willaim Storrer-ciild Musical DJreCtion .bl/ GreJ! Pearson. J . . -· ,..- . 
. ,.., 
. a Castinl! Ail.leads; d1ot'us. and dallcilll! parf~~ ,· · . - ! 
! Also OPeninl!S' for set c:leSil!ner. lll!htinl! dire.cf or. io.Stunier. aiid crew' . ' ' l ' 
,.. - ' -' ,· . ' ' -- ,. . 
-~ 
'· 
a At 1.c., M0ffdi11Y F8J,l'uary 24, 19!5. Chorus .. ~h~ii ... ~. R~;'F~rd' _.:~.,,,,. P~M..: . . . . . _ , is· : 
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.;. ....................................................... .,.~_-............... ~s\l lfi'f :f. ~-, ~:,-,., :··· ... -. ';;;'.,,:.·::-~,;:;-;._~ .;. __ ~~~~-:·~~~,:y\:;:~~- ~-,,:;:r.*~:~~J;....-- -~~,~~~~ ... :1,~;~ .. 
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uy ~ Fac:kos and Jo.hn ·Klump 
The Ithaca College ·Depart-
ment of _ Drama.Speech and 
School,. of- 'Music ·merged; the 
orchestra ros_e and -An Evening 
of Americu Opera erupted last 
night in the Main Theatre- of 
Dillingnam· Center. The :staging 
-:_ 
The- Ithaca Coll~ge_ department oi-Drama -
Speech and School of Music merged, the orchestra . 
rose and An Evening of American_ Opera_erupted_ -
last night yi the Main THeatre . of Dilliingham -: 
Center._ The staging was brilliant, the orchestras 
resouqded,: but the lack of vocal strength put. a 
damper on an otherwise superb efjort. . :.. 
- The re~rtoire _ of the evening · included 
Menotti's The Telephone and Bernstein's Trouble 
in -Tahiti .intermissioned with a ~ries of operatic 
aria interludes.. · · 
The· evening got off to a light start with The 
Telephone--Menotti's spoof on the perils of an 
unlikely lov.e "triangle. tmanT". woman and.monstrous 
-talking machine) Dal~ Czajkowski gave a notewor- -
thy perf81'Jllance as Lucy. Although her acting was 
first rate, she had probiems- projecting her voice as 
did her male counterpart Paul Surface in the role 
---J_azz Workshop 
of Ben. _E!!,Ch v_~ice ~ad many laudable qualities and 
·a good sound system oµght. have brought this out. 
But it is these -reviewer'S' contentions that their 
voices shollld have-been able to stand on ·their own. 
. Debbie Meth also ga~e an interlude rendition 
from Barber's Vanessa. Her vocalism didn't have 
the bounce .needed nor was it very legatto. 
__ Adding the comedy dunng the interlude 
performances were Lisa C'ohn and Scott Toner and 
their rehdition of "Colorado Love Song". Both have. 
. very light but column-like voices, and these 
- attributes interspei:sed.with their co~_flair-niade 
_ for a fla\lfr'.less performance. -
.-'Trouble .in Tahiti was the highlight of the 
evening with the best in voices, orchestration , set 
design, lighting and choreography. The plot 
C!;lDters., around the problems of communication 
witliin- a ·mariage in the framework of modem · 
.suburbia .. · 
· A~· the cast had problems being heard, 
especial\~ ~th. the booming _sound of a _larger 
-orcltestra for, this second production. The two trios 
did not have this problem, with thier effervescent 
voices being amplified. This made it more difficult --
. for the main characters to be heard as the audience· 
became accustomed to the. amplification. Both 
Susan Watson and· Francisco Lagueruela gave 
not.ah!<> deoICtions of the non-communicating 
By Stu z. Shapiro at LincOln C.e.,ter 
The Ithaca College Jaz2: 
Workshop played another stun-
ning testimonial to IC's flourish-
ing music program by presenting 
a highly ,successful _ evening of 
entertainment at Lincoln Cen-
ter's· Alice Tully Hall last Satur-
day night._ . - · · 
Probably the · most relaxed choppy, his _ Stella by · Starlight· 
of those present, many perfor• did include an interesting solo 
mers spent their intermission • cadenza d~ring which Ray im-
mingling and joking with the provised freely, slipping- into an 
friends, relatives, and aficiona- , .acapella sequence over the chord 
dos who ne_arlv filled Tully Hall. · changes. Freddie Hubbard's Cri-
The -concert's second half put to sis and Afterthoughts, his own 
rest any doubts of the School's composition, provided ample op-
ability ·to produce com~tent _ portunity for- the artist to 
artists worthy of standards,de- demonstrate.his very fme tremu-
ma.nded-even by Lincoln Center. - lo. The closing number consisted 
Though an evening of almost, of Ray's arrangement of Stevie 
,: 
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A scene from Menotti's "The Telephone." 
couple. Ms Watson possesses a superb voice ana 
should be especially praised for her one vocalism 
that had to be delivered lying on the analysts 
couch. She also proved to be a charismatic and 
humorous performer. Lagueruela showed a great 
deal more acting than singing talent---his voice 
lacking depth as well as strength. Both voices did,• 
however; blend beautifully for duets. 
Gary Lippi should · be applauded for his 
magnific~nt set designs, particularly with the 
Island Magic creation. His designs effectively set 
the stage and the mood for Trouble in Tahit.i. The 
choreography was-a nice idea, but proved to be a 
bit overdone, as the dancers were lost in the other 
stage actions. 
fhe evening's offerings display a large amount 
of-talent, out one can't' be totally enraptured with 
the production bec~use of the sound problems. How 
can one enjoy totally if he 1s straining to hear? 
A:lthough we weren't totally impressed by the 
vocal caliber of the productions, we applaud the 
efforts orthe two disciples and hope to see more of 
similar cooperative entures to produce still other 
unique varreties of musical and dramatic entertain-
m,ent...mu~ampus. 
I.C. Drama Grad 
'Returns 
Clad in a cranberry brushed 
denim suit, 'Assistant Professor 
of music Steve Brown conducted 
a meticulousiy·baianced progr11m 
which opened with a composition . flawless musicianship 'could not Wonder's You Ar~ The Sunshine Ilene Graff, 1970 drama graduate of Ithaca 
: ,t~Y. .. ,-~\~- b~19_!:~er J~ar,; ··PA:.: Jive}til'.'.,• , have been surpassed,·· it surely of my Life, ·containing a section Co_llegc,,wiH be on campus Monday, Feb. 24, to ~as. matched in excellence 'by ·a "-"in- ;which "'t'he- Browri brothers share her professional experiences with students. swm_gmg piece, nay s rocras · 
nation . city. was cont,·asted by 
Linda · ~nd Pai.11 McCartney's 
Uncle· Albert/ Admiral Halsey'. -
This haunting ballad i~cluded a 
fine rock' solo by guitarist Eric . 
Roberts, and percussiQnist Bob 
-Goode highlighted a pulsating 
arrangement of Carol King's 
young-_vocalist ~f destiny, Tish ~layed a synchronizec!_ melody She 1s currl'ntly ,appearing as the lngenue in 
Saums1egle. A 72 graduat~ of : linethat seemed to:enrerge from "Grease", a musical enjoying the longest run on any 
IC's School of-Music, Ms Saum- a single instrument.. now playing on Broadway. 
siegle delivered a creative Steve - If one might fault the Miss Graff played 'the· lead in the college 
Brown arrangenient of ·'James. ~vening's :perfo:rinance it would , production of "Gypsy" in 1970 and was active in the 
Slielton's rm The Girl ... and be· the Workshop's failing to 'Vineyard Players, Ithaca College's New England 
_indeed she was.' Combining an · provide an encore to an enthusi- summl'rs company. Her professional career began 
uncommon!,ense of legat~. pitch,_ astic -two minute ovation which in New York as a member of the -chorus in 
Corazon. _· and color witlt._ -her dynamic evenutally had most of the house '.'I 'romiscs, Promises". And as an understudy she pr~sence she subtly lau_nched -o~ it~ ~eet. Per~aps t!J.e College had th(• ~portunity to appear in a number of The concert's first half was 
concluded with c.omposel'/arran- -
ger Frank Foster's Ithaca Suite, 
as conductor Brown took guit!lr 
in. hand to complement its 
driving first movement, Brown 
had appeared previously on the 
television shows of Jobney_ Car-
son, Merv · "6riJfin and Mike_ 
Douglas and h!ld {)erformed with 
the Chuck ManR',ione and Xavier 
each word to every seat m the will find the resources to satiate p<'rformances. 
au~itoriu~. Under the· direction - our jazz hunger ,by spoPsoring a ThP publir 1s cordially invited to he<!r her 
~f m~rnrutonally renowned c_el- - full-length album r' ~hese speak informally al 4 o'clock Monday in the Arena 
hst Emar Holm, the accompani- -flight_ .musiciP :,, Theatrl·. m_en: of the Ithaca College ._. __________ ...,__, .... ______________ _ 
~hohnce~o Ensemble was equally A 11 y · C · D -• k I 
lmJ):~:~~v:~aduate of _the Ithaca Ou , 'a n r In . 
College School of Music, Steve's - ' 
_ Cougat orchestras, 
--brother Ray electrified the eve: 
, ning's last four numbers with _his 
fluglehorn.~ Though somewhat 
The Greenro.01n 
- - . 
F eattires·Cuckoo's N es 
. One Flew Over the· Cuckoo's Nest by· Dale 
Wasserman, froni the novel by Ken Kesey, is the 
Ithaca College Greenroom feature T_ue·sday, Feb . 
. _ 25. Performances will.take place at 4 and 8:15 p.m. 
- _in _the Arena Theatre at the Qillingham Cent~r for 
, __ th_(! _Performing Arts. The p,ublic is--welcome to 
'!ittend; there is· no charge, - -. --
' · The. pre~ntation is directed by BF A acting-
directing major, Jamie Paqnos, as a fulfillment for 
his Senior Direct~g Proj~. : -
- "C1:1ckoo's Nest" is th_e ·saga of R_.P. McMur-
phy.;:---a brawling, fun-loving rebel who --swaggers 
, into the ward of a mental hospital and.takes over. 
He rallies the ot~er patients around hini ·_by 
challerigi~g· the . ~ictatorship ,of "Big" Nurse 
Ratehed. ~t. every t~rn-he openly defies h~r rule, -
The·conte_st ~ auport-wit,h·~~urphy taking 
_ ~ts, on the outcome -1>ut soon devel~ps into a grim 
:.:_ _ struggle, an7all-out war between two relentless 
(Beer T.hat Is!) 
Or 3 Whiskey Sours! 
/' 
0 0 
-
........ 
ON;E- DOLLAR! 
__ -~ _ oppo.ne~~: -"~ig"· N~. backed _by .th~ full po~ 
,- -~r~t~n~Y.•:-·and;McM~ who-~as only. his. · -· · 
· . -·mdoJDJtabrewill.· • 1 ~- · · · -- •. ·- / - · ·• Ev· ·e·, r.y -Fr··,da-· y Afternoon· 
-.' ,_-:',l'be ~t.of_ 16'~;:Ied_--.by;Bill C~ton as --~···., :-: · ·_. .a--:.·:_ , · : -- . · 
. . 1'4cM~hy.~Ch~eyl ~oore as Nurse:·Ratched and t. 
, _ _ ·_., -- :~·Edw~·J. Simone BS-Chief Bromclen. '--T-et:hnicaJ , 3 t · 6 l ""!. . . : ·:: _,_ -_ .. -,- ., ~iilatbr,\i,s \Jcm:.Xinj;· :-'pd ·stHe ·manager is - '- ' . , . -.. - ' . 0- . _,,-:....- , 
·,_,: .-/t~·;'.::.--~··::'>!~(;~·(t,:;G'~r;t~~~t:;~ ·:.:.··~-.~_\::~~:~;;:;t~\.'{,:-· .. : .~-~--~ _,,: .... , _ _ ,~ .. 4,13 °TAUGHANNOCK-- B~VD. 273~591 
,_, •.• -•• ,,, .... 1·'"'--'"'''ffl~+:v.e.§¥~1;..r~'· ~'.!-"' .. _ .. ·.· --~., .. .,. .. ,,._. ---- .... ·'· ,._;, -··.- · ,, -· • ---.-
,:-~4w,~.;~},:·~;g·~-:~s~~?~~t:t;~~~;r~~~~,~~~~i~£7ii7:,:;]r~;:~~££~:]~~2~-~·'·~~~~:l~r~~~--:~ .. :i.~;-:-_:_:._:·_;:·~~:-.r-·~~'~.~-----~-.- --------------~ ~ -__ --;-~-~--- ---·- -. 
.. -.- - -- ---..- -
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· ooiiJ~IVW[t,-· ,.., ALL THOSE WHO SUBMITTED A 
VALENTINE AND ~NCLOSED 
PAYMENT IN OUR BOX IN THE 
UNION CAN PICK UP . THEIR 
MONIES IN OUR OFFICE: 
BASEMENT DORM b'· MONDAY, 
TUESDAY OR - WEDNE,:;DAV 
NIGHT. VALENTINES AND 'tHEIR 
PAYMENT WERE SUPPOSED TO 
HAVE BEEN DELIVERED JN 
PERSON TO OUR OFFICE LAST 
WEEK. SORRY FOR THE 
MISUNDERSTANDING, 
· "I ha¥e found a craftsmanship of• 'sKI · THE ROCKIES! 
freedom from the tyranny of s k I c o'pper, Keyst"I> ne, 
ecstasy." • Breckenridge! Lodging at Keystone 7 
M. White days, 6 nights. 6 days ll!t tickets, 
wine and cheese party! Price also 
Thank you for returning my·rlng. It's Includes rourid trip air fare from New 
good to know there are people like YOrk to C)enver. Tennis courts, 
you around. swimming pool and sauna available at 
Paula lodge. Entire package avallable March 
106· 
Tuition · - Members to visit :with the I.C. 
continued from page 1 
. - -
There wefie only two votes 
cast against the tuition increase. 
Those votes belonged to · the 
Student Trustees, Sam Shmick-
community. 
' 
That was the best Valentine's 
Day! Bosteel •.•• and !!"ore!!! 
9·16 for only $328, • Make 
' reservations early! Call Jill at 
273·9898 or x757. ler ancf Walt Leiding. · 
Sam Shmickler related that 
there was considerable discus-
sion and some members made 
"passionate'" points ·concerning 
the budget. "I could see their 
way of thinking. and they could 
see mine, but as a representative 
of the student~-and .Co-Uege as a 
whole, I fi'ght them on principle." 
a result of those discussions the 
administration . was directed by 
the Board ''to undertake a most 
careful and painstaking examina-
tion of expenditures." Phillips 
felt it -was too late in the year to: 
alter the 75-76 budget. - In a 
memorandum to the , Budget 
Planning Committee President 
Phillips requested :'the Com-
mittee develop a range of new 
optfons for 1976 and beyond:'' 
,~ 
Counselors: Co-Ed Camp Wayne, NE 
Penna, 6/24•8/23, cabin counselors 
to specialize In swimming (WSI) 
sailing, canoeing, .tennis, soccer, 
baseball, basketball, archery, 
woodworking, electronics, nature, 
ceramics, pottery, sculpture, 
macrame, batik, )loga, ca,pmlng, 
photo, drama, guitar. Aplllcatlons: 
633 Barnard Avenue Woodmere, NV 
11598. Campu~ Interviews arranged. 
Ride needed to Florida tor spring' 
break. Call Mitchel x445 or Elisa 
x345 
Dear oav1d-
Heard from vet school yet? 
Rich 
Happy Birthday, Meryl. 
You're a real woman now. Love 
and kisses, 
Fran and Pat 
Charleen-
Please don't step on my bleeding 
· feet and don't forget to let Eddie 
know you care. 
Your favorite third columnist. 
For Sale: Solomon - 505 bindings 
excellent condition. $30. Contact 
Steven at 272-9788 
WANTED: l'v·e been searching all my 
life for a cute redhead, 5'6" or under, 
with a sense of_humor and affinity 
for New York preppies with taste for 
life's elegancle~. Call x765 and ask 
for Mr Whammo. 
Blue -Parka LOST OR STOLEN at 
North 40. If you must, keep the coat 
but please return the contents. The 
keychaln means more than the keys 
(especially since locks on ALL doors 
have been changed) Please call if you 
h3\le any Info. 272,9894, x517, or 
write IC Box B-3Q. Ask fo,r Holly. 
Happy Birthday, Linda. 
Francine 
Marcia, Chuck and Sandy, 
VAHTZEE! 
RO 
Trish, ~ 
I'm mad about your coupons. 
sex Maniac· 
To my Jelly Bean Freak , 
Ellen this bllck Ithaca weather 
looks brighter knowing you'll be here 
next year. Thanks for Just being you, 
the greatest. , 
Love, B. 
Donna, 
As I always say- It Is better to have 
lost and then loved than tD have 
loved and. never lost at all! Who is 
,getting the free drink tomorrow? 
the glrl with the Innocent look 
Cheryl In Terrace 3B· 
Thanks for last night! You crack a 
great whip. 
_,.. The Marquis 
To sue and the kitchen sink: Good 
luck. 
TAMP 
Dear Paul· 
Chad and David, full spee'd ahead. 
April Fools! (thanks). 
' 
Shmickler said he was fas-
cinated with the fact Board 
members are not what students 
imagine them to· b~. They are 
actual people. He· would like to 
see the Board more personalized 
through greater contact with the 
students. This subject was also 
discussed with· President Phil-
-lips. Phillips said that he will 
extend invitations to the Bqard 
Hewlett-Packard introduces 
There are ·now eight candi-
·dates for the position of 'presi-
dent of Ithaca College. Richard 
Sturm of the Presidential Search 
Committee announced that Da-
vid Adorno, dean of the Division 
of Business Admifiistration, has 
been added to the list. ·There is a 
-possibility that a ninth 'candidate 
will also·.be added. 
asmcllleruncompromising -
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grani ,, .~ :,:~_iio:1.s ,~ltd op.erations_ ,·s. '.2'2).p_r; · use_~. all '10 d!i.:it~ intern'a~fy.) , '. , ·. 
our l- i -!C.~.iThc J-IP.-'.21 perforn: -all log.-anJ. Jf a numhcr 1, too.large or, ,mall for ~xed 
trig fun.ctions,- the 'latter in radi.1ns or dcgrtc,i.' dcciinal di,play, the I IP-11 S\\'itchc.:; autoniati-
lt'~ our oi,ly' cal~t1lttt,9r short of the HP--15 th~t ~aTi'~;.'·to .;cicntific. It never -~_fuses a smaller 
lets you: ,. n(t111her ,,·ith zero. 
• convert pobr to rcctanµubr coordiriatc.;, .1nd F,nally, if you gi,·e the HP-~~ an impos,;;ihlc 
back aiwin (-> P, ->R); in.;tructinn, the Dispby spells E-r-r-o-r. 
• do full rcf!istcr arithmetic (/\.1 +, .\ j.:..., .'\ t x, RPN · 10gic system .. I !ere'<; what this unique 
M +) ; loµic ,;;ystcm mean,;; for you: · 
• calculate .1 commdn ant ilo!! (IO X) \\'ith .1 
,, single ke)•strokc. · 
The HP-21 also r'crfonns·all hasiG: data 
manipulations (1 /x, y', \"x, :-:-) ;'Ill(! cxccut~ 
all pre-prpgrammcd function~ in one second or 
less. In-·sum, it's clesi1:mcd to soh-c tomorro\\''s 
problems as well as t~da)>s~ 
Smaller size. 6 ounces \'S. ~) ounces for Olli' 
HP-35. -
• You can evaluate any expression without 
' .c·op~·inµ parenthc!-c,, \\'orrying about ~ierar-
chics or rc-<;tfl1Cturing bdon;hand. - -:-. 
• You 1c.1n- solve a\1 problems yoqr way-the 
\\'cl~' ~·ou 110\\" use \\'hen you use a slide rule. 
• You soh·c all prohicms-no matter ho\\' com-
. plcx...:...0nc stc-p at a time. You never work 
\\'ith more than two mimbcrs at once. - . 
.· H-_J> qu~l·i;y craftsmanship. On~ reason Nobel 
_ Prize ,,·inners,. as.tronauts, conqueror? of~. E:er.::._ 
est, America's Cup navigators and over 500;000 
.. other p~ofe~sionals own H-P _calculators . 
Your bookstore will give you a qemonstra-
tion today. Ch_allcngc nur ne,v HP-21 with 
your problems. See·for yourself how much per-
formance $125 .00* can buy". If your bookstore 
doesn't have the HP-2 t' yet, call us at 800- , · 1 
53S-79j'2 (.in Caljf: 800-66'2-9862) for the 
1~amc of a dealer who does. ' 
_,.., 
'HEWLE;-i 'PACKARD 
Salc:s an.I <cn·icc fr~in I 7'.:! othccs in 6~ countrie,. 
6crt ·,.,,s. l".>ill:Pruncri,l~c ,\venue. Cupertino, CA 950H 
• You sec all inter•ncllia"te ans,~·crs immediate!\' .• 
The I lP-J 1 executes each function i1i1mecli-
ately after yoti' prnss the functio~ ke)': ,.., ;,i.i, .. _ _ :. ·: :. 
-\., 
/ 
Full display-(ormatting. The display key (DSP l 
lets you choose bet,,·ccn fixed decim'al .,nd 
scientific notation and lets you control the m1in: 
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The following is the broadcast schedule for Sunday 
evening, February 23, 1975. 
- 7 :00 NEWS SCENE .. ... join the News Scene team 
for a·comprehensive look at local issues. 
- 7:30 SPORTS SCOPE: The Official ..... Chris 
Shenkle narrates this behind-the-scenes look at 
how an official 11:t a f~tball gam~ does his job. 
8:00 .. . THE FUTURE: CATASTROPHE OR 
SURVIVAL ..... Gary Bruce hosts this documentary 
on the future of our planet. Based on the book "The 
_Limits ti> Growth," Dr. Charles Keleman and other 
·re faculty give their opinions. · 
\" . 
8:30 THE.PRICE OF FREEDOM ..... footage OJ!. 
WWI and WWll is incorporated into this Jiistorical 
look at the idea behind batthrmonuments. 
9:00 WHATS COOICiNG ..... Cooking on a college 
budget is the theme of the show ... Tonight, how to 
cook.with a Chinese Wok. 
9-:30 WHO'S MINDING THE MILLIO'\'JS ..... Part 
2 in the multi-part series· on the Internal Revenue 
Service and your truces. · 
10:00 NEWS SCENE .... . a wrap up of current 
items of local focus. 
10:15 ALL KINDS .. OF PEOPLE ..... join "host Jeff 
Scheidecker as he gives you a chance to look at "all 
kinds of people." 
I. C. • s -Datina Game 
A unique experiment in student activity 
prQgramming will take place the second block of 
this semester. The Student Activities Board and 
'Chanqel 6, WICB-TV's campus television system, 
are co-sponsoring "The Ithaca College Dating 
Ga~e." The program, which will be aired 
Tuesday's and Thursdays on Channel 6; will be a 
t~e-off on the original TV Dating Game with 
special additions. The prizes-dates~will . incll}de 
dinners, concerts, and nights. orrthe town~ . -- . ,· .. 
The show's host will be Fred Raker, while the 
contestants are currently.being recruited. Applica- · 
tions are avialable at the Egbert Union Information · 
Desk and· the WICB-TV office -in the performing, 
arts building. The deadline for applications is 
March 1, the first four shows will be taped 
Saturday-March 29. , 
UNIVERSITY- . DELI_ 
· COLLEGETOWN NOW OPEN 
24 HRS. DAILY 
I. ·r-1 ··c "Miitia·N·-1 .. w ,.,,,.,..., 
-~ Theae$t·cu,. 
}· 
...,.~ of Coffee 
a.\AISt · in Town 
.... ..er . JO•..$OUTN ..... Dollut. •• tllae WllLAGI GIIIII 
.. couu•n con11s 
.•. OPEN .6.00 a:m. ·--11:00 p.on. 7 OAVS 
•• v.11•s :s·•o•s sHoP 
. ·-~. ··1,1ei•liz1111. ill . 
~lr Smoke~·~ Supplies 
· · ·pAperh~~nd-B~b 
. ·,.> 
· · "t,iptt_ "r~~paira. -
· .. ·M~9:azin•• · 
:>· .. 
~· ·- c- . -~ewap·apera.: 
- ~ - ~ -· ~ . 
,_ 
Marathon 
continued from palfe 1 
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-~e schedule 0~ guests will include some of the .following: 
Friday, February 21: 
Dr. David Hammond, Director, Ithaca College Health Center -4 pm 
U.S. Congressman Mathew McHugh -5 pm 
HusMng Bahar, President, Tompkins-Cortland Community College -
Some local radio and T. V. 
personalities. who will make 
guest appearances on the WICB 
Marathon include Chuck Rey-
nolds and Dr. Don Gray of 
WTKO, and Rudy Paolangeli of 
WHCU. Phone lines will be open 
all weekend for contributions and 
a listener may contribute to the 
cause of the Southern Tier Heart 
in the Southern Tier Area. 
WICB has sponsored · similar 
marathons for other public-ser-
vice ~ganizations in the past. 
Last year the station raised over 
$3500 for the American €ancer 
Society and over ~200 for the 
same Southern Tier Heart Asso-
ciat~on. According to WICB 
General Manager Fred Hirsch, 
WICB-has always been able to 
successfully collect more than 90 
percent of the money pledged on 
previous marathons. 
. 7:30 pm 
Association by phoning either 
274-3214, 274-3215, 274-3216, or 
274-3217 during the 50 hour 
marathon. · 
Quidnunc 
· continued fr,nn page 2 
what is happening at SAGA is 
favorable and I think that 
whatever can be down to im-
ptove.meals within the jurisdic-
tion of the separate_ cafeterias is 
the course we should lellfl 
towards. Bill Thorned and Dave 
Dalmat seem to be willing to go 
as far as they can in this respect 
and are quite open to discussion 
anytime. They both have some 
interesting figures in their heads 
abou_t just how many starving 
peQple we could feed- if we cut 
back on our meals alittle and did 
not take more meat than y.e 
. could eat. - . . . 
: · CKEY' 
MUSIC STOR 
- :!u I S. TIOGA ·s-r.-
lTHACA . ~.Y. 
17 2-~ 2 (1 2 
- N ow----µu1tar~. 
:· 
Dr. George McCauley, Chief of Doctors in emergency room at 
Tompkins County Hosp_ital (speaking on treatment of emergency 
heart cases). - 8 pm 
Dr. Edmund Burke~ Professor of Physical Education at IC (speaking 
on prevention through exercise) - 9 pm 
David Lor~~ Purchasing Director, Ithaca College- -. 10 pm 
Saturday, February .22: 
Cathy _Ecker, Heart Associatio~ Fund-Raising Chairman - 11 pm 
Andy Telsey, ~ident, Ithaca College Student Body - 12 noon 
Constance Cook, former State Assemblywoman - ~ pm 
Leo Smull, Chairman, Southern Tier Heart Association - 2 pm 
Dr. Margene 'l'ichane, President, Southern Tier Heart Association - 3 
pm -, 
Joseph Joch, Tompkins County District Attorney - 5 pm' 
Gary Lee, State Assemblyman - 6 pm 
Mrs. John Kelly, Field Director of the Tompkins County Heart 
Association - 8 pm · 
Sunday, February 23: 
Dale Winter, Protestant Chaplain, Ithaca College - 12:30 pm 
Dr. Alonzo Borja, heart surgeon - 1 pm 
Rudy Pao!?lngeli of WHCU Radio as co-host -_ 2 pm 
Mayor Edward Conley of Ithaca - 3 pm 
E~lis Phillips, President, Ithaca College . 5 pm 
..,. 
he?)' 
Your own off-campus Pad? 
1_ th~ough 7 bedro~m apartments 
available 
for t~e 1975-1976 school year. 
EVENINGS ONLY 272-3389 
I 
I 
i 
! 
I 
I 
I 
! 
_THE F~ENCH CONNECTION 
319 coueee Ave. Colleeetown 
Beer on TaP. 
Mixe·d Drinks 
. ,. · ....... ' " -
'',, •''•',-•I, • 
-~ - .• 
~ 
., 
/ 
. ~. , ~- r c"'( - '.,t' (' ,- ..... 
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Swimme.rs Shoot For 
.. . 
There'~' No Place 
LikeHollle 
-500 Season 
By Dave Rives Also from Pittsford was Tom Reifsteck, who did well for 
Ithaca College's four meet the Ithacans in the 200 Fly-last 
· · t ak d · year. ,, Tom missed the corisola-
By Rich Berg 
There's no place like home ... 
there's no place like home .... The 
Ithaca College basketball team 
have to be thinking this after 
retiounding back from a disaster-
ous road trip two weeks ago 
when they lost four straight, to 
win three in a row at the Ben 
Light Gym. The Bbmber~ have 
won six straight at home and will 
play their next four games on 
south hill. 
Wins over RIT, Hartwick 
and Cortland boosted the Bom-
ber's record to 9-10 and they will 
try for the .500 mark tonight 
against the University of Ro, 
chester in an 8 PM contest. 
After a week off the Bom-
bers returned to action last 
Wednesday and defeated RIT 
77-61. 
Following a pattern that has 
prevailed most of the seasPr,. 
BrucP ,Jones and Charlie JohnsQl1 
led the scoring attack for IC with 
21 and 18 points, respectively. 
Two other- Bombers tallied in 
double figures as Jim Duell had 
13 points and Jim Doherty 12. 
The game was fairly close 
during the first ten minutes with 
IC leading by eight at one point, 
but RIT came back to lead 18-16. 
Ed Davis, who ended up with a 
game high of 28, was responsible 
for keeping the Tigers in conten-
tion all night as he scored 10 of 
the first 18 points for RIT. 
Johnson and Duell combined 
for 22 points in the final ten 
minutes of the first half and IC 
went to the locker room leading 
40-24 . 
The win over Hartwick was wmmng s re was snappe on· ti"on r1ound in that event last b Saturday as the Bombers lost to 
a ig one for the Bombers as they Rochester Tech 68_44 in a March at the _ state meet in lost to the Warriors 68-66 earlier Rochester, but he did make 
h swimming meet in Rochester. t is month. alternate. D-ifsteck also SWimS 
0 Ithaca dropped to 6-7, but will be ,,_..., n Monday ''IC won its 'd1"stance. 
. shooting for a break even season 
eh1ghth of last twelve games as this Friday when they h_ost Last year . two freslimen 
t ey rolled· over Cortland 68-55. Canisius in a 7 pm lll.eet. breaststrokers came to IC, and 
It was a very satisfying win for lthac,a's last .500 season hav~ done an outsta~ding job 
the BOmbers as they lost to the came in 1968 when the Bombers helping Ithaca win -some close . 
Red Dragons twice earlier in the posted a. 6_6 mark, but they meets. Mark Laff from York-
season. b d, h ne\'..er got that close again until town ·Heights and Steve Wilson 
The Born ers opene up t e the 1971-72 team finished with a from Mertztown, Pa. have finish-. 
game with a bang as they led 6-8 record. The last. two y,ears. ed .1-2 in the Breast a number of 
10-2, and then 24-6. IC held a brough_t back the same old times, the most memorable times 
commanding 32-18 lead as they problems: lack of ···depth and in close meet~ with RPI last year 
~rune back on the floor after injuries. Varsity coach Bill Ware and Buffalo, and B,rockport this 
intermission. f w1·nter. Wilson was elected lost several o his top starters 
Jones hit on seven field from that season and had to ,co-captain this year and 'has 
goals in the second half to pace begin to build a team all over scored 73 points for IC this year, 
Ithaca and finished with a game again. aria Laff has won sev en of 12 200 
high of 20 points. The Bombers starts,. and has played an impor-
By Bab· Asdrove led. by as many as 20 in the Depth problems t t rt · Ith • · 400 
Ithaca 'o .. ·a·rd J, ohn I( annedv .d f h d f an pa m aca s opemng 
,, ~· ,,-
0 secon ha! be in the scoring o M di ,:, I h 
'ights "or co11trol of the ball yard e ey ne ay team, t e 
'· '· Jones and Duell. Duell totaled 13 "E · • h I h Ithaca Jed by as many as 18 very year, its t e same fastest relay the t acans have 
points inn the secondhalfbut RIT points againSl Cortland· old story," remarked the coach, . put together in three years. 
rallied and came close, trailing The Bombers muSt certainly "I have some top front line · Kevin Van Remmen from 
53-51. Jones then hit three field be glad to be home again and talent, but very little to back it West Senneca and Steve Kunkel 
goals the Bombers had the win. won't have to hit the duStY trail up with." · from Rochester added depth ·to 
until March 1st. There's no place w h h d h d I • d h l d In probably the most satis- are, · w o a coac e ast years team, an ave p aye 
like home. · · E "d Hi h fying victory of the year, IC beat sw1mmmg at ast,;-1 ge g an even greater part this winter. 
HArtwick on Saturday 61-56. ~-$"~~$$~$>$:~ ::$s~~~~ School in Rochester for five Van Re!llmen backs up Gillies" in 
Hartwick went into the game Th• k·• years losing only 7 .of 84 dual the sprints. He anchored Ith-
ranked one of the top small IS wee . ~ S meets during that period, may aca's victorious 400 Medley Re-
colleges in New YOrk State with have begun to alleviate that . lay in the Hobart meet earlier 
a 17-3 record. , Surperlatives problem. Last year's team, · this month, and contributed a 
Ithaca played a tough de- although it didn't have a great key second place finish in th~ 50 
fense and held the Warriors to Basketball-Charlie Johnson, a record,· produced some fine. in- Free against Binghamton. Kun-
only 19 points in the first senior forward from Ithaca, NY, dividual talent. kel is Ithaca's third breastroker, 
half.Hartwick shot thirty per and Bruce Jones, a freshman A pair of fine swimmers and can fill in capabily behind 
cent from the floor in the first center from Teaneck, NJ Jed the came down from Pittsford - Laff when Wilson swims another 
half and thirty nine per cent in Bombers to three big win!? this Suther , land, one of the top event. 
the second. pasl week ov_er RIT, Hart\\Tck, Rochester area high school · Only diver Scott Handler, 
· The Jones-Johnson combin- and Cortland. Against ~~T on teams, in Bruce Gillies and Tom the other IC-eo-captain has been 
ation paced the offense for Ithaca the 12th, Johnson scored 21 Reifsteck. Gillies has been a around longer than the rest. 
with 18 and 17 points respective" . points to pace the Ithacans to a mainstaY, for the Bombers iri the · 'Scott has survived the· i1J1nual 
ly. 77-61 win. Jones had 18 points in sprint ·races durihg''tne litsHwo' , 'tifrn~'eiL 'aiicVt6ntiilues·tcfpace 
.. ------------------------.. that game. Jones paced . the years, scoring over 80 ~oints last the Ithacans in ·scoring, but the 
Ithac·arls' in last Saturday's gainc · · seasowand-82 so far this ·season;·· ·main difference this·year is that 
with Hartwick, •scoring 18 points, Gilli;~ biggest night was against there are a few more front line 
while Johnson had 17.IC went on Camsms last February, when he swimmers who can carry the 
, to upset. Hartwick, _ scoring 18 anchored the Bombers 4~0 Fr~e load. This difference should 
points. Jones paced the Ithacans _Relay to a co~e. from behmd wm begin to pay off during the uext 
in last Saturday's game with over the Canisms relay to pull few years if coach Ware can keep 
Tuesday ttlru Saturday _5 ,P.m. to I a.m. 
. Dinners Served 6:004:30 . 
Hartwick, scoring 18 p~ints out the meet for Ithaca. things going. · 
, while Johnson had 17. IC went on next week: The new talent and a 
ReHrvations Requested- 539.7hf 
aaNddUSCOCllTAIU 
GUATFOOa 
IIKAXING .ATII0 .. 1131 • 
; to upset' Hartwick 61-56. · This preview of the state meet. 
past Monday, Jones again paced 
Ithaca, as he scored 20 points irr 
the Bombers win over Cortland 
68-55. Johnson scored 11 points. 
-----~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
~-------------------·---------------------------~---~----~--
I ,. , I 
I I 
I --- I I , I 
-----~ I 
ANNOUNCING 
STEAK 
AROMA 
408 
COLLEGE A VE. 
BEST STEAK in tow.n 
Wrestling-Senior · -.co-captains 
, Dave Kleinfleder from Pa and· 
Ron 'King from Trumansburg, 
and junior Jim Along from 
Horsheads each won individ1,1al 
titles in last Saturday's ICAC 
wrestling championships at St. 
Lawrence. Kleinfelcler repeated 
as the champion at 126, and 
Along repeated· at 134. King won 
his third ICAC title, this year 
wrestling at · 177. His previous· 
two titles were at the 167 weight 
class. 
... . 
\I 
Hockey-John Mouradian from St 
Catherines, Ontario, continued 
his fine work in the nets for 
Ithaca's hockey team last week 
as he came up with a total of 80 . 
saves in three · games. · Last 
Saturday, Mouradian · had · 29 · 
saves in the Bomber's big 8-2 win 
over Buffalo at Lynah rink. The 
previous ,night, John stopped 30 
shots in IC's 3-2 win over 
Brockport. This past Monday, he 
made 21 'saves against RJT ina 
9-1 Bomber win . 
. , 
AS-IA,.-HOUSE 
GALLE,RY 
·.\l'l'I{ \1:-..\1.~-
. 
DAILY 
11.00·5.00 
.. -- ' ·- _·._ ' ...... ' -
\, 
i 
t, 
I; 
/ 
·' 
,.- . ~ .. 
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Ile Mak~ The Big' Saves Women Spl~t _-Four 
\ 
John Mouradian-a Key To Ithaca's Hockey Playoff Hopes Tough Gam_es 
. l' . ~~~ 
r The women's basketball 
By Chip Underhill 
{ 
Some nights are easy and so~e nights. are 
devastatingly hard, 'but Ithaca College hockey 
goalie John Mouradian makes the big saves so 
consistently, night after night, that it's a 
puzzlement that the Bombers ever lose a game. 
Mouradi:in's oresence in the nets sta~s as one of 
the bigg~st ,·iasons Iihaca College hockey is seeing 
brighter days. 
A_gainst Rochester Institute of Technology last 
Monday, Mouradian made 21 saves and would have 
made 22 had the LC. p.efense-not forgotten _their 
\ netminder for a brief second during the 9-1 
goalscoring rout. Three R.I.T. forwards skated in 
on the I.C. goal without a Bomber in sight, and 
Mouradian's shut-out hopes were lost. John has 
yet to hold the opponents scorel~ss in action with 
Ithaca College, but his statistics come nowhere. 
near to revealing the exciting goaltender the fans 
have learned to appreciate. , _ , 
:\\1'.ouradian originally came to Ithaca with the 
single intention of playing lacrosse. H~ began box 
lacrosse in his native St. Catherines, Ontario at the 
age of eight. Being nearly a foot shorter than his 
teammates, John never got ~o play regularly until 
he was close to 16 years old. He then played 
Ontario Junior A lacrosse, and continued to do so 
through his first year at Niagara,, his junior college.' 
That year, John's last in Junior A competition, he 
was third highest scorer in all of Ontario. Contrary 
to hockey, John plays attack rather than_ goalie, 
and he places lacrosse over hockey in terms of 
personal preference. ''I'd rather be scoring goals 
than keeping them out." / 
Mouradian learned of Ithaca College through 
his bakeport ..secondary school physical education 
teacher Bob Aloian. Aloian was an Ithaca College 
hockey alumnus who held five different defense• · 
men scoring records for LC. before the arrival of 
Alan Howell. 
So Mouradian took-a look at Ithaca, and liked it 
enough to transfer from Niagara. Ironically, 
however, John almost'didn't'stay in Ithaca fdr this 
season. He was drafted by the Syracuse Stingers 
of the National Lacrosse League, and while a 
. team split a grueling four game 
When John arrived last year he decided to go schedule the last week, succumb-
out for the hockey team on a whim more than ing to Cortland State last Wed. 
anything else. He had started playing goal at age night 70-56 and to East Strouds-
ten, and progressively moved up from Legion- burg Sate College 72-68 in 
sponsored .teams to traveling All-Star and Midget overtime _Friday. They salvaged 
~All-Star teams. A knee 'operation. 5-6 years ago the last two games with a 67-42 
kept him out _of tfie nets, however, and when victory over Adelphi and a 72-50 
Mouradian showed up for I.C. hockey try-outs, he:,d conquest of Cornell. 
been virtually out of hockey for that 5-6 year Ithaca commenced the game 
period. Playing lacrosse had kept him in shape, against Cortland administering 
however, and his sharp reflexes became a part of its man-to-man defense and 
Ithaca College hockey. proving its strength by taking a 
Mouradian agrees with the rest of his team qu/_!:k 15-6 lead with 13:06 left 1n 
that Ithaca College needs a hockey rink soon if the the 1st half. Had not a couple of 
sport's interest continues to grow as rapidly as it early questionable calls plunged 
has in the last few years. Notl)aving a rink to call a LC. into foul trouble, the far 
team's own demands a special degree of dedication reaching effects of the man-to-
a_student athlete cannot always give. man mighChave been seen, for 
Whether or not Mouradian will be in the nets the ladies were forced to return 
for Ithaca College next season is at present to a zone defense. Cortland's 
unsettled. Johrl has compiled enouglrcredits to/ excellent outside shooters_ en-
graduate, but eligibility rules allow him one more joyed the comfort of the LC. zone 
year to play. Considering the number of 'high.defense. Reba Nash sat out 14 
quality LC. hockey players returning-next season, minutes of the 2nd half due to 
Mouradian could give the Bombers the goaltending _foul trouble (Nash still had game 
edge they might need to make the ECAC Division high for rebounds and points) 
Two playoffs. · and the win was destined to lie in 
Red Dragon hands. 
The confrontation Friday 
evening was .to be the first 
contest which expired into an 
overtime for the ladies this 
· season. E.S.S.C. came into the 
game victors over Queens Col-
lege, the Eastern Regional -
Champions, by a slim edge of 8 
points. Stroudsburg was also 
last years runner-up in their 
region to Immaculata, the 1974 
Natinal Champions. 
A tall E.S.S.C. team pulled 
·_,away by i4 points at one time in 
the 2nd half, but an alert and 
. precise Lt':: zone press sliced at 
their lead, finally tying the ball 
· game up at 63-all with second~ 
left. With one second remaining 
-1/ Debbie Grisw!)ld 12 foot 
tempting effer, such a move would have meant an : rr ,. : 
end to.any possible scholarships or spe!!ia,l fµnds .for_ ... f ~~1 !-f ouradian stopped 'ii rotal of 70 shots 
. · -set-shot was nullified -by a lady 
· ~'\Bomber 3-second iane violation, 
, ~ sending the game into _overtime. 
.-.Jn overtime East Strouds-
burg quickly opened with a· 9 
him to finish· -school. ' ,asr week in the nets for "th!!- Bombers 
Ruth· 
The key Is under the mat. Don't 
forget to wl.,. up the blood when 
you're dOIM (Ilse Scotties) Will be 
_back In two hours with logs. 
Geoff 
Dear-David Jaffee-
vynere are you living? Please give 
mlY your address so I can look you 
up. How are you doing? 
· Alice Cohen (remember high school) 
Box J-30 273,9595 
Bird· Mort, More More More Less 
Less Less Less More than yesterday 
.Less than tomorrow and completely 
today. 
Toots 
""~ For SAie: full length white sheepskin 
coat, In good condition, originally 
sold at $150, selling for $35. Call 
Hope Kunken, 273·6564 after. 9 PM 
Cherry Lawn··· 
What's It all about? Let me know If 
you sort it out. · 
;:: z 
t..ost cu stolen: Antlqu• told lnltlal 
rl119 with letter "B" lost either In 
WeJt Tower or phys ed building. If 
stolen no questions asked,· 
sentimental value. Call x703 or 
273;97_79 anytime and ask for Diane. 
Connie Adams, 
Observing you from ··afar yet so 
close, I've come to know you 
through your reactions t& my notes. 
sorry, It won't work. I'll probably 
reveal myself to you soon, as I am 
not one of your frl_!!nds. It was nlc5' 
watching you., 
E>1;Secret Admirer 
RU· 
Could I have forgotten one for 
you? 
Dear Olane, 
Are you busy, Friday night? 
-point margin which the ladies 
could not recover from. The 
•The Night Stalker' 1 final, E.S.S.C.-72,.I.(],-6B. 
To Marcy, 
Bloomlngtlala's Is having .i sale! 
. LUV,10%off 
Hl·J· 
Let's get drunk! 
.... 
L 
Foremer McDonald's girl needed as 
maid, must be able to snort! Inquire 
110. 
Voice lessons, singing and speech, 
from experienced te.rcher and sjnger. 
· Call to rap on techniques and 
finances. First two lessons as 
Introductions are free. Marty, 
272•6127 
~bin, 
Just for you. 
Love, 
Scott 
UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGETOWN 
24 
After a long battle Friday 
evening the women faced Adel-
phi Saturday afternoon. Taking 
in a l point half-time lead, the 
ladies exited with a substantial 
gain. LC. outscored Adelphi 
43-24 in tlie second half, due to 
the success of.tne I.C. zone press 
forcing frequent turnovers from 
Adelphi. With four minutes left, 
the women blew the game open 
taking a 59-41 lead, putting the 
lid on l he contest. 
In tram urals 
Foul Shooting Contest-The 
Intramurals department will 
hold a fould shooting contest in 
Gym 1 in the Hill Athletic Center 
on Monday March 3 from 6 to 9 
PM. Sign up at the gym when 
you get there. Participati9n it 
· open to all students, faculty and 
staff in both individual and team 
competition. The successful at-
tempts of the top three shooters 
on each team will be totaled 
together to determine the win-
ning team. There is a maximum 
of five on·a team. 
Tug of War-Entrees are due 
February 26 for the tug of war 
contest to be held on Friday, Feb 
28 at 7 PM in Gym 3. Competi-
tion is open to both male and 
female. There are no 'weight 
-restrictions for the women. The 
men's competition will be divided 
into four different weight 
classes:heavyweight, 185 lb, 155 
lb, and mixed. The mixed team 
should have one under 155 and at 
least two under 185. Maximum 
size of each team is eight with 
only five to tug. The teams ril 1 
b_e weighed in before contest.' 
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HRS. DAILY 
Dear Milk 'n Cookies-
I know we've had our ups and 
downs, but you know-how much our 
friendship means to me. Keep smile, 
Fatso faggots-
Don't forget the diets. 
Recorder lessons. cai'1 272-6127 
To Rocky and Bullwinl!_le 
11Hokey,smokes!" 
Pizza part·ners- The C nuzzles Snow Tires in ,Stock 
kid. I love you. • · 
Peaches 
Kand v 
Is a classified as 
recollection? 
good as a 
_, C 
For equality's sake, I'll have to 
bring Playgirl to our next get 
· together. ...... *lleltecl 
I'm still giving a reward for my gold 
• ,I watch. Gold with a brown face. Michele, 
JW-
Do I have a chance for a dance 
this weekend? Please call Francine at x7S6 or 
273·9899 
To Mike, Tom, Marc and 
aul, .. Thanks for helping _us in the 
' t-1nks. We needed it! . 
· The Girls Crew Team 
Congratulations to our four 
schmucks ·01 th!:!\ week. With love 
from• 
your second floor admierers. 
Dear Liz, Congratulations, 
sw·eetheart! Lqve, · 
· Annie and Kregs 
Dear Pattoo's· 
Thank you for all you have given 
me-since I've met you. I only hope I 
can do 1he same for "you for a long 
time to·come. 
Love, MikOO~ •. 
Goldfish,', • . . 
Happy, number 19. From your 
friendly neighborhood dormmates, 
, have a sweet .. art of a day! 
Turkey, 
Friday .n,te, 2/14/75, was 
GREAT! You're not bad yourself. 
Thanks for everYth1na. . 
• Daisy Hill Puppy Farm 
Answering Service, INC 
To·Jane R. 
- You always go away on weekends. 
When can I see you, Valentine? 
Aristotle 
Dear LLS· 
Thanks a ~Milon for the flowers. 
Lo,ie, 
LRM 
;' <,ood tu.ck In tonight's game. For 
- extra strength read I Corinthians · 
·1~;57 
Dear Carol and Mindy 
.. . . we love you. 
C26 
:.,- .) ·.: · . Alan anc:I Richard 
The' Bumper 
Paul 
Are we going to meet at the motel 
this weekend? Should be interesting· 
you, me, and Mom. 
Dear World Hunger Group-
Your. fat tax day is obnoxious. t·m 
fat, and I'm helping your cause, but 
that-turns me off. 
A fat person 
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